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* * * * *
     Along with the writing of all my essays in this serial where the History Science is merging with the Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish  to discover  the genuine,  the  true  story  flow,  what  I  want  to  highlight  primarily  is,  the
element of learning. I do not know, and, I did not know so many things, therefore, I simply was supposed to
learn a lot. Learning, daily learning,  day after  day ...,  well,  that was the formula for activating every new
research, but also for breaking the code and solving the enigma of every particular story. Each of these many
stories so far, is of ultimate importance, because, they become markers on the History Timeline. They are
important due to many, many reasons. Indeed, there are many benefits of such an approach, and even though
the recognition and validation are somehow slow and shy at the moment, this is definitely the new approach
for the 21st century. To say it clearly, this is the approach for many centuries to come. This is the approach for
the new paradigm. The terms like …  truth,  true,  and being truthful …,  are long forgotten and neglected
entirely. We just want to make everything transparent. We want nothing at all to be hidden anymore. The
time of secrets and conspiracies is over.    

Thus, the term … learning … became the keyword for the creation of this serial of essays. I did find out that
there  is  a  spirit  of  the  curious  investigative  journalist  hidden  somewhere  deep within  me,  but  also  the
mentality of a student always hungry for new knowledge. However, deep within me somewhere there is also a
strong desire to express all that I’ve learned, and to share everything just as teachers do. Therefore, all three
personalities I recognize and find embedded somewhere deep within myself; the journalist, the student, and
the teacher of course. Well, how successful I am, if successful at all, that I cannot say, this I leave others to
judge. However, I’ve just wanted to say that the learning process is very important, and it  is an essential
element in all three mentioned mentalities. A journalist  needs knowledge because all his or her texts are
based on some very important cognitions. They have to be highly educated, to have a good orientation about
the nature of life  itself,  and they need to have natural  skills  to present all  that  is  learned and cognized.
Students also need knowledge, and irrelative of what they are studying, they will gradually evolve and ascend;
they will  climb up on the pyramid of knowledge. Teachers need a lot of knowledge as well.  Oo yes, they
definitely need a lot of knowledge so they will initially learn some discipline, maybe few, or maybe all of them,
but they will stay in the process of learning for all their life for sure. Therefore, we see that everybody needs
knowledge. However, where to find knowledge?

We possibly can take any item, any object or subject, irrelative of the fact if it is animate or inanimate, and we
can certainly  develop,  collect,  and cognize  a lot  of  knowledge about  everything.  We can develop all  the
knowledge about, however, this is still just one small fragment of the entire Creation, and consequently, the
appropriate knowledge is  still  just a small  fragment  from the Tree of Knowledge. Indeed,  this  is  just one
fragment, and that is the reason we call it … fragmented knowledge. We can possibly take some other item,
object,  or subject,  and develop some knowledge about it  too.  Imagine now that  we go this way for any
possible  item,  object,  or  subject  in  the  whole  Creation,  and  we  try  to  collect  all  the  knowledge  about
everything. How much time we shall need to do that? One lifetime, few, or many … How much time is needed
indeed? After all, is it possible to collect the knowledge about the whole Creation in this way? Definitely not.
In the outer world, in the relative world of innumerable manifestations, we do not have a chance to collect all
the knowledge of all the Creation. Simply, as more knowledge we acquire, soon we shall discover there is even
much, much more to learn. Thus, is there a way to acquire all the knowledge about the real nature of life?

This is a  good question actually. For millenniums, wise men of all  races in the world have been trying to
penetrate this topic and to find the appropriate answer. They try to systematize knowledge in a way that all
the knowledge is included and nothing is left out. Nevertheless, is it possible something like that; to have all
the knowledge at one place? Fine, we can possibly collect all the books of the world, put them in one big,
huge, library, let us say so, and then some would probably say … this is Knowledge? Can we agree with such a
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statement? Definitely not, because some wise men would say, no we do not ask for all the knowledge to be
collected on one shelf. They, these wise men, well, they would continue to develop their idea even further on,
and they would say, no we do not want all the books with their appropriate knowledge on one shelf, we want
all the knowledge in one’s brain. Yes, all of sudden these wise men would develop the concept that books, and
especially books on shelves are not the true carriers of knowledge. Then, what is the carrier of knowledge?
Well, wise men would develop the idea that instead of books, our consciousness is the carrier of knowledge.
This is basically the reason why they come to the entirely new paradigm that presumes all the knowledge in
one brain.

To make it short, all the knowledge in one brain is the consequence of the cognition that the knowledge is
already structured in consciousness. Indeed, wise men always do highlight the point that the wholeness of
knowledge is already within us, we just need to activate it, to enliven it. This is how we come to the term
opposite of fragmented knowledge, and this is … the holistic knowledge. It has one very important advantage
actually. Even though the focus is on the wholeness, the entirety, it  automatically means that all  the sub-
divisional parts and fragments are included as well. That is the reason why it is holistic after all. Wise men
would say there is another name for such holistic knowledge. It is being called … the Ved …, they say.            

Well, the question is now how to transmit such unified and holistic knowledge throughout the time. However,
there is an answer to this question. In order that such holistic knowledge is transmitted throughout the time,
there is the tradition established, and this is the … Advaita Vedanta tradition. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advaita_Vedanta

Actually, this is a very long story, and I do not have a plan to go into it. However, by considering the topic of
this essay, we shall take just a very short look into that tradition. The main topic of this essay is the great sage
… Adi Shankara. I made this long introduction, just to introduce one great member of the tradition of the
supreme knowledge where the knowledge is transmitted orally from the teacher to the disciple, and what is
being called … Guru Parampara. Guru is … teacher …, we know that, but the word … parampara … denotes  …
a row of uninterrupted series or succession.

Adi Shankara was a great teacher and great guru of his time. However, if we start to think which time that
was, we conclude there is a big confusion with fitting Adi Shankara to any particular but firmly defined time
frame.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Shankara  

He was presumably born in the village Kaladi in Kerala. The meaning of his name … Shankara … is … prosperity
giver …, and it has some connection with the mission of his life. Because, by giving out and spreading around
the highest spiritual knowledge, he actually achieved exactly this aim represented by his name. Because true
and holistic knowledge is the foundation for prosperity in life. Sometimes we are not aware of the fact that we
are getting very appropriate names actually, but this is exactly the case. We always get the name that will
define or depict our life at least to some extend. His father died when he was very young, and somehow it
happened, it was exactly that event probably, what in young Shankara initiated the search and the quest for
the liberation, moksha, in that particular life. Most probably, he started to contemplate the purpose of life
itself,  and that idea directed him on the path of spiritual seekers in his very young age. The story of the
crocodile at the age of eight is practically immortal. His mother disproved him to go monastic way, and he was
ready to give him to the crocodile just to force the mother to give her approval that he can go to search for
the adequate teacher-guru. Thus, he definitely left his family and went to search for the guru when he was
eight. This fact, by the way, can be a very important moment in creating and verifying the natal chart itself.

Indeed, he was very firm in his  decision to become sannyasi and to live the reclusive monastic  life in an
ashram under the protection and guidance of the knowledgeable guru. His search for a guru is the story by
itself. He was not searching just for any guru. He already knew what kind of guru he wants, or at least he knew
what kind of guru he does not want. He did find the appropriate teacher in the … Govinda Bhagavatpada …

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Govinda_Bhagavatpada
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Sage Adi Shankara and his four main disciples, the work of Indian artist … Raja Ravi Varma ... (Public Domain).
The photo was taken from … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Raja_Ravi_Varma_-_Sankaracharya.jpg

If we peer into the above-exposed text on Wikipedia about Adi Shankara, we find out that there are many
options when considering the possible appearance of the Adi  Shankara on the History Timeline.  I  was in
wonder when seeing that the time frame starts with the late 6th century B.C.E., and it finishes with the 8th

century C.E., or perhaps even the ninth century C.E., as it is mentioned in some places. That is a huge  time
interval indeed, more than one thousand years actually. Frankly speaking, in the very beginning, I did not have
any clue when possibly great Adi Shankara was walking around. However, for such the late option as 8th or 9th

century C.E., I had some doubts immediately, and that is the reason I focused myself on the earlier options.
Something was telling me, we have to go this way, and we have to research within very early options only.
Among many options exposed, this first one is telling that Adi Shankara established some of his ashrams as
early as 509 B.C.E. Well, that one option became the point of my very serious research. Here is the quote from
Wikipedia’s article on Adi Shankara …

 
509–477 BCE: This dating, is based on records of the heads of the Shankara's cardinal institutions Maṭhas at Dvaraka Pitha,
the Govardhana matha and Badri and the Kanchi Peetham. According to their records, these monasteries were founded in
Kali 2593 (509 BCE) by a person named Adi Shankara. The successive heads of the Kanchi and all other major Hindu Advaita
tradition monasteries have been called Shankaracharya leading to some confusion, discrepancies and scholarly disputes. The
chronology stated in Kanchi matha texts recognizes five major Shankaras: Adi, Kripa, Ujjvala, Muka and Abhinava. According
to the Kanchi matha tradition, it  is "Abhinava Shankara" that western scholarship recognizes as the Advaita scholar Adi
Shankara, while the monastery continues to recognize its 509 BCE chronology. 
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Indeed, that story was plausible to me. However, the story of how the natal chart was found will be exposed a
little bit later on. Now I would like to present the natal chart itself. Adi Shankara was born on … February 8,
519 B.C.E., at 3.13 AM according to the Local Mean Time for modern day’s settlement Kaladi, Kerala, India.

The natal chart of Sage Adi Shankara (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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The natal chart itself was configured based on the presumption, that Adi Shankara must have been great sage
indeed,  and usually,  when we have some situation like this,  we immediately  recall  an option that  this  is
perhaps some devata incarnated.1 We have seen so many such situations so far. Sage Adi Shankara had many
disciples, but he was unique along with the fact that he became a guru at a very young age. At fifteen or
sixteen years of age, he was already a great guru of his own. However, this is not all to be so surprising. The
legends narrate that he also departed when he was very young; when he was just about thirty-two or thirty-
three of his age. However, in such ashort time, he made tremendous work on systematizing all  the Vedic
Knowledge. Just to mention, every generation needs to re-evaluate all the knowledge coming from the past, it
should be purified and tuned with that present moment they live in. Cycles of word ages are permanently
going  up  and  down,  the  level  of  Ether-Akasha  availability  around  us  is  changing  permanently,  what  will
influence that level of consciousness of humanity will change as well. Thus, the knowledge system and the
appropriate paradigm should be re-tuned for each generation particularly. There is a huge work to be done
always, and this is not left to go in some random or accidental way. There are devatas permanently involved
to perform such an enterprise, and in this very particular case of Adi Shankara, we immediately need to think
who that possibly could have been. Adi Shankara established four great centers of knowledge in four cardinal
sides of India, and he gave them to his four main disciples to take care of. Thus, we have a great sage, we have
four disciples, and that is what we already have seen while researching Maharishi Jaimini. It happened that his
teacher,  Jaimini’s  teacher,  was  great  Veda  Vyasa,  who  was  an  incarnation  of  the  Saptarishi  Vasishta.
Therefore, there is  immediately the idea popping up if Sage Adi Shankara was possibly the incarnation of
Saptarishi Vasishta as well. It is exactly this idea that was leading me toward the discovery of the natal chart of
Sage Adi Shankara.

However, it was not that simple. When considering the natal chart of the Saptarishi Vasishta, we need to
search for the Capricorn-Makara ascendant-lagna, with exalted Mangal-Mars within. Also, Rahu being in the
twelfth house, and the Chandra is predominately in the eighth house, in the Magha Nakshatra. Nevertheless,
this is also offering many possible options, and therefore, one should be very intuitive to see where exactly to
search. Fine one indication we already have; this is the above-mentioned option to search around 509 B.C.E. If
this is the correct timing, after all. Anyhow, that bit of information tells us when approximately these ashrams
were established, and they were established when Adi Shankara was already functioning as a guru of his own,
so supposedly he was about 16 years of his age when that happened. This automatically brings us to search
somewhere around 526 B.C.E. for the birth of Adi Shankara. 

Well, by considering all that, there were still many options to check, very similar options by the way, which are
very, very difficult to be distinguished. I mean, to be distinguished by me. To be honest, my Jyotish knowledge
still  has  some holes  …  Therefore,  that  was  simply  not  enough,  and  the  desperate  search  was  done  for
something else, for some additional clues, which could possibly break the enigma. Nevertheless, what else
that could possibly be?

Well, the idea came to check something else. If he, Sage Adi Shankara, is the Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation,
that can mean only one thing. It  would definitely drive the conclusion, just as an option, as the possibility
actually, that Lord Vishnu was incarnated in this situation as well. This we have seen and have witnessed with
the story of Maharishi Jaimini. Jaimini, who was actually the Vishnu incarnation, was actually one of the four
main disciples of Veda Vyasa. With Adi Shankara we have a very similar situation, the identical situation, I
would say. Nevertheless, the question was, which one out of four disciples was the right one? There was …
Padmapada or  Padmapadcharya …, …  Sureshvara …, …  Hastamalaka …, and …  Totakacharya.  Not long
needed, somehow, it happened that the conclusion came to focus the research on the Totakacharya himself.

1  The term ... incarnation... and ... being incarnated..., just same as … reincarnation..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable to
all. However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual, and
if we remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well. Once
upon a time, the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance, somebody
put it out of order by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper understanding
of all my texts presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about the nature of a
life where every individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of the Creator
himself, by the way, but it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody launched very
humoristically ... Only fools are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many adequate books,
scriptures, courses, etc, and therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning could possibly be
with ... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Totakacharya

However, if we want to do that, we need to recall Lord Vishnu’s incarnation line, and to see if something like
that is possible about that time. I mean, we need to reconsider all his incarnations that we know about, but
within that very specific time-frame. Possibly, we shall need to do much more, but let us see the situation first.
If I  remember quite well,  we had Siddhartha Gautama Buddha who was born in 681 B.C.E.,  and departed
around 601 B.C.E. Just after that, we have King Cyrus the Great in Persia being born in 580 B.C.E., and he
departed around 530 B.C.E. Then we have a long gap with Vishnu incarnations that we know about, the gap
that goes all until King Alexander the Great who was born in 354 B.C.E. Now when researchin how to find the
next incarnation of Vishnu, it is exactly that gap that we need to focus on. As there was an indication that we
need  to  search  for  Adi  Shankara  around  526  B.C.E.,  it  simply  came  out  that  we  need  to  search  for
Totakacharya  exactly  in  this  frame as  well.  Thus,  interestingly,  that  could  possibly  be  just  the  very  next
incarnation of Vishnu after King Cyrus the Great. By the experience, we already know that there is a minimum
of 10 and a maximum of 30 years between two incarnations of Vishnu. This is automatically giving the period
to search for Totakacharya himself. It could have been only the option that he was born between 530 B.C.E.
and 500 B.C.E. As we already have one very important reference point connected with Adi Shankara, and this
is to search around 520 B.C.E. roughly, then by knowing that it must have been about ten years between
them, it comes out we need to search for the Totakacharya in about 510 B.C.E. This is it! We just need to find
the appropriate Jupiter-Guru and Saturn-Sani  conjunction, which is always to be involved in consideration
when searching Vishnu incarnations. Besides, we need to search for the Cancer-Karkha lagna ascendant with
the Moon-Chandra in the ninth house. Fine, we also need to think carefully about where the Sun-Surya could
possibly be in the natal chart. Well, not difficult to conclude, for such a spiritual man and guru as Totakacharya
was, it could only be in the twelfth house. Indeed, Surya-Sun in the 12th house is very common for strong
spiritual seekers. The Sun burns some qualities of the house it is standing in, and along with the 12th house, it
will burn all material attachments, which is actually very good for every true spiritual seeker. One thing more,
placement of the Sun in the 12th will show where is the main focus of the soul for this life. Because the Surya-
Sun is considered as the general atmakaraka in the natal chart of every person. Nevertheless, if we also find
some exalted Jupiter-Guru in the natal chart, even better. That would be the proper timing, I think. Indeed,
that was exactly the case. In such a way, a very proper timing was found with the date … May 30, 512. B.C.E.
at 6.25 AM, with the Local Time for Sringeri in Kerala, India.

                           

The natal chart of Totakacharya (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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In fact, this is exactly how the research was going on. The natal chart of Totakacharya was found first, and
then, by having one firm reference point, the search was done for the precise natal chart of Adi Shankara. It is
good that  we discovered both incarnation lines because very often it  is  happening that  one is  helping in
finding another one.

Now, when considering the mission and the life achievements of Sage Adi Shankara, which are not possible to
summarize in few lines, by the way, one very special undertaking needs to be mentioned for sure. It is very
important to mention his establishment of the four strong spiritual centers of India, corresponding to the four
cardinal signs. These were four pillars of India or four lighthouses; we can use any expression we want. He
appointed four main disciples as protectors and keepers of the knowledge and the tradition in these four
centers. Hastamalaka was appointed as the jagadaguru, the head of the Dvaraka Pitham (monastery) on the
west bank of India, which is the city of Dwaraka today.  Padmapada was the first head of Puri  Govardhana
matha,  on the east  bank of India,  in the state Odisha,  the  former Orrisa.  The Shankara’s  disciple  named
Suresvara was entrusted with the Sringeri Sharada Peetham, the first monastic institution Adi Shankara had
established in the south of India, in Kerala.

Finally, the monastery-ashram in the north of India was given to Totakacharya to take care of. It is known
under the name … Jyotir Math … or … Uttaramnaya Matha – The Northern Monastery. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jyotir_Math 
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Jyotir Math, or Jyotir Pitha, the monastery-ashram in the city of Jyotirmath, Chamoli District, State Uttarakhand, India. 
Author Raji Srinivas (Public Domain). The photo was taken from …  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JyothirMutt.JPG

Interestingly, it is exactly this center of knowledge that survived all until the present days, and it was exactly
there  that  the  new  offshoot  of  the  Advaita  tradition  has  been  established  by  …  Swami  Brahmananda
Saraswati-Guru Dev, and Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. They recovered the knowledge system, and they tuned it
with the  requirements  of  the  contemporary  world.  From them,  we have  this  famous  …  Transcendental
Meditation (TM) …, which became very popular all over the world. This meditation, as well as the complete
teaching behind it, is reflecting the true nature of this very famous saying …

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS WITHIN YOU 
AND WHOSOEVER SHALL KNOW HIS TRUE SELF, THE ATMA, SHALL FIND IT.

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in front and Swami Brahmananda Saraswati-Guru Dev on the big wall picture in the background. 
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As far as I know, the Advaita tradition is oriented to knowledge very much, and it emphasizes the path toward
the  liberation-moksha  through  the  gaining  of  knowledge.  However,  the  Advaita  tradition  has  its  own
theoretical  and  practical  aspects,  both.  As  it  seems,  through  the  intellectual  knowledge  and  theoretical
considerations, it gives out all  the necessary knowledge of the Absolute, but also of all the aspects of the
Relative world. From that point of view, they say, it is holistic. Everything included, and nothing is left out.
However,  they  say  that  exactly  Transcendental  Meditation,  is  that  practical  aspect  of  the  entire  holistic
knowledge system. They explain it as transcendence-based meditation, which has to be distinguished from
focus-based meditation  and  contemplation-based  meditation.  It  is  considered  that  such kind  of  practical
aspect is needed very much just to give the experience of the absolute values of life, of the Source itself. This
makes sense, because, as I was already discussing that point in some of the previous essays of mine, the true
Absolute is the source of everything, but it is transcendental, it is beyond the reach of our senses. All our
senses, though they can be profound and sophisticated extremely, cannot reach that level. It is very simple to
understand that. We simply need to go behind the finest aspects of the entire Creation, we need to step over
that threshold point of the finest aspect of our activity, and that is even beyond our finest mental activity,
beyond our finest thoughts. After all, that is the reason it is called transcendental, and why it is transcendence
based, they say. The word itself comes from the Latin language, and the meaning is … to step over … to go
beyond the threshold point. Well, as it seems, the name itself is very appropriate, it denotes exactly what is
happening in the process and along with the Transcendental Meditation itself. The experience of the Absolute
is very important for us, and what they say, brings many benefits to all those who are practicing it, like deep
mental and physiological rest, stress releasing, much better focus on everyday tasks afterward, and similar. It
is defined as a technique actually, a very individual mental technique, by the way, but even though it is a very
simple, it is very important to learn it from a qualified teacher. The teaching itself goes from teacher-guru to
the disciple,  and both,  the  theoretical  knowledge as  well  as  practical  in  the  form of  the  Transcendental
Meditation, well,  they are being transmitted on that oral way throughout millennia. This is being called …
Guru Parampara.                    

Thus, the keyword … learning … is emphasized along with this tradition, and this is the reason I made this long
introduction about the importance of it.  There is no way to narrate the story of great Sage Adi Shankara
without mentioning the broader context of the entire story. At the same time, we discussed a few additional
very important members of that tradition, which is prizing knowledge and the learning process so very much.
Indeed, it was inevitable to go this way. Well, the stories of the other three disciples of Shankara are very
interesting as well, but finding their natal charts, along with their proper analysis, we leave for some other
time. That would conclude this essay where the very important figure in the history of humankind as the Sage
Adi Shankara was presented. 

The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all  other essays in this  serial,  well,  they are all  devoted to finding some higher  spiritual  and
universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody who is touching
it.  If you did find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit  the corner called ...
Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just to make your simple mark
there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-
ending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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for-the-ultimate-truth/ 

10. ADI SHANKARA AND HIS DISCIPLES – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/adi-shankara-and-his-disciples/

11. GODDESS PARVATI, THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN – Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/goddess-parvati-the-queen-of-heaven/ 

12. MAHALAKSHMI, THE GODDESS OF WALTH, FORTUNE, AND PROSPERITY – Version 1.0.4
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/mahalakshmi-the-goddess-of-wealth-fortune-and-prosperity/ 

13. RADHA AND KRISHNA – Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/radha-and-krishna/ 

14. THE LEGENDARY KING ASHOKA OF INDIA – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/the-legendary-king-ashoka-of-india/ 

15. MAHARISHI MAITREYA, THE PRINCIPLE DISCIPLE OF SAGE PARASHARA – Version 1.0.2 
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/maharishi-maitreya-the-principle-disciple-of-sage-parashara/ 

THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY DECIPHERED
1. THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM AND THE NATAL CHART OF JESUS – Version 2.0.5-A
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-star-of-bethlehem-and-the-natal-chart-of-jesus/ 

2. KING SOLOMON'S TREASURE – Version 5.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-star-of-bethlehem-and-the-natal-chart-of-jesus/ 

3. JOSHUA - JESUS THE CHRIST - NEVER ENDING SURPRISES - Version 3.1.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/joshua-jesus-the-christ-never-ending-surprises/ 

4. ALEXANDER THE GREAT - ALEXANDER III OF MACEDON – Version 4.2.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/alexander-the-great-alexander-iii-of-macedon/ 

5. JESUS AND JUDAH – EARLY DAYS – Version 3.2.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/636-2/ 

6. JESUS THE CHRIST – WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION? - Version 7.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/jesus-the-christ-what-happened-after-the-crucifixion/ 
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7. JESUS THE CHRIST – LAST DAYS - Version 4.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/jesus-the-christ-last-days/ 

8. JOSEPH OF ARIMATHEA – Version 7.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/joseph-of-arimathea  / 

9. JAMES THE JUST, THE BROTHER OF JESUS – Version 6.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/james-the-just-the-brother-of-jesus/ 
 
10. LUCIUS ARTURIUS CASTUS – LEGENDARY KING ARTHUR DECIPHERED – Version 9.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/648-2/ 

11. ROMAN EMPEROR DIOCLETIAN – Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/roman-emperor-diocletian/ 

12. THE TRUE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL JOSEPH - Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-story-of-the-biblical-joseph/ 

13. THE TRUE ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITES – Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-origin-of-the-israelites/ 

14. SAINT JEROME, OR WHO WROTE THE BIBLE? – Version 2.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/saint-jerome-or-who-wrote-the-bible/ 

15. THE TRUE STORY OF PHARAOH AKHENETEN – Version 1.0.1 
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-true-story-of-pharaoh-akheanten/ 

16. DOES LEONARDO NARRATE THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY? - Version 3-4
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/does-leonardo-narrate-the-true-biblical-story/

WWI and WW2 DECIPHERED
1. FROZEN WARRIORS – Version 2.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/frozen-warriors/ 

2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/frozen-warriors/ 

3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.1.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/world-war-i-and-world-war-ii/grand-duchess-anastasia-nikolaevna-of-russia/ 

A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER – AKASHA
1. NIKOLA TESLA, A PIONEER IN THE ETHER-AKASHA RESEARCH
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/nikola-tesla-the-pioneer-in-the-ether-akasha-research/ 

2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/the-life-story-of-nikola-tesla/ 

3. LET THERE BE LIGHT! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/let-there-be-light-let-there-be-ether/ 

4. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/a-revival-of-the-ether-akasha/the-cyclic-universe/ 

OTHER - DISCUSSING POINTS AND PROBLEMS OF VEDIC ASTROLOGY – JYOTISH
 1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/discussing-points-and-problems-of-vedic-astrology-jyotish/

OTHER
1. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO - Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/marco-polo/ 

2. THE ILLYRIAN QUEEN TEUTA – Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/the-illyrian-queen-teuta/ 

3. HANIBAL ANTE PORTAS – Version 1.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/hannibal-ante-portas/

4. JULIUS CAESAR – Version 2.0.3
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/julius-caesar/
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5. WHO WAS EDWARD DE VERE – Version 2.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/who-was-edward-de-vere/

6. SAGE CONFUCIUS - Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/sage-confucius/ 

7. ATTILA THE GREAT - Version 2-0
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/attila-the-great/ 

8. CLOVIS THE GREAT – Version 1.0.2
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/clovis-the-great/ 

9. CHARLEMAGNE, KING CHARLES THE GREAT – Version 1.0.1
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/other/charlemagne-king-charles-the-great/  

OTHER – SPECIAL – ABOUT CROATIA
1. THE MARSHAL
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/about-author/about-croatia/marshall/ 

2. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/about-author/about-croatia/the-first-croatian-kings/ 

KING PAVLIMIR - THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.0
LEGENDARY KING TOMISLAV OF CROATIA – Version 1.0.1
THE LEGEND ABOUT KING ZVONIMIR – Version 3-4

 IMPORTANT NOTE: 
All above mentioned essays can be found freely exposed as well along the profiles of mine

on ... Scribd.com ..., and ... Academia.edu ... Just search for the Stjepan Spanicek's profile.
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